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I WRITE BOOKS

BECAUSE

“
Books inspire
the imagination;
imagination
births creativity,
and creativity
changes the
world (and we
could do with a
bit of that!)
“
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B E C A U S E

I love being
able to create
something that
other people
can enjoy.

I write books because story
is the best way of helping the
world to understand that the
feminine and food and soil are
interconnected, and that if we
replace industrial agriculture
with regenerative holistic
farming, we can solve our
environmental crisis and revive
struggling communities.

TRICIA STRINGER

RACHAEL TREASURE

I write books because I
can’t not write books. And
it’s the greatest job in the
world. So thank you all for
letting me do it.

I write books because stories show us who we
are, and who we may become, and because the
world shines a little more brightly after you
have read one. A writer is a bit like a windowcleaner: the world outside is still the same after
you read the book, but you can see it more
clearly and notice things that were hidden by
the cobwebs.

J AY K R I S TO F F

JACKIE FRENCH

I wasn’t good
enough to be a
footballer.

They help me understand the world around
me and challenge my thinking on certain
issues. I write about topics I’m interested in
and want to know more about, but I also
write about contemporary issues I think
will interest my readership. There’s nothing
better than getting an email from a reader
telling you that your book has touched
them or even changed their life in some way.
Messages like that make all the hard work
worthwhile.

D AV I D B A D D I E L

RACHAEL JOHNS
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the last
bushrangers

venom

Mike Munro

David Crowe

For some
people, finding
out they have
a bushranger
tucked away in
their family tree
is a joy.

Revenge and
ruthlessness. It
sounds like the
plot of a thriller
but we’re talking
about the recent
bloodletting in
the Australian
Liberal Party.

Australians embrace the idea of an Antipodean Robin
Hood. But what if your lineage wasn’t a fairy tale?
Journalist Mike Munro’s heritage had remained hidden
from him until he was in his thirties. Mike’s grandfather
had changed his name from Kenniff to Munro, ashamed of
his thieving cousins, the Kenniff gang, two of whom were
charged with murder after a manhunt through Queensland
in 1902. Following the sensational trials, Jim Kenniff was
sentenced to life and his brother Patrick to death.
In The Last Bushrangers, Munro investigates the gruesome
crime, the manhunt, the trials, and debates about capital
punishment, set against the backdrop of Federation. And
he wonders if the wrong relative hanged.

Last year, Australians questioned how it could be that we
were getting our fifth prime minister in eight years. Why
did this keep happening? And why was no one learning
what the consequences of this dangerous game could be?
As political editor for The Age and the Sydney Morning
Herald, David Crowe was there to witness it all. Drawing
on his access to all the major players, he goes deep into
the rivalries, boasts, brinkmanship and spectacular fails
that have plagued the Australian Liberal Party over this
unstable period. Against the odds, the party was re-elected
to government in 2019. But have the wounds healed?

978146076850 - $34.99 - TPB
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9781460757963 - $34.99 - TPB
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lifespan

elevator
pitch

a single
thread

Tracy Chevalier
Dr David Sinclair

Linwood Barclay

What if everything you think you know about ageing
is wrong? What if ageing is a disease and that disease is
curable?

Packed elevators are plummeting throughout the city. Fear
is growing!
First one high-rise lift shuts its inhabitants in and then
plummets to the bottom of the shaft, and then another,
and another. The locations seem random but the effect is
calculated. New York grinds to a halt when people fear for
their lives and refuse to leave their homes.

Dr David Sinclair – award-winning Australian scientist
and Professor of Genetics at Harvard Medical School –
lifts the lid on the research that he has dedicated his life to,
research that tells us that we can change our genetic makeup in order to live a longer and healthier life.

Expect to have your muscles tensed the whole time you’re
reading this book – Linwood Barclay has taken the thriller
genre to all-new heights.

He explains how the genetic damage we accumulate over
our lifespan – damage caused by UV rays, fatty food and
environmental toxins – is what leads to our aches, grey
hair, heart issues, and ultimately our death. But genes
aren’t our destiny – Dr Sinclair takes what we have long
accepted as the limits of human potential and mortality
and turns them into choices.

Linwood Barclay is the author of over 22 books including
A Noise Downstairs, Escape & Parting Shot

Lifespan is a compelling read for anyone who wants to live
longer and better.
9780008292348 - $32.99 - TPB

It’s been 20
years since the
bestselling Girl
with a Pearl
Earring and
Tracy Chevalier
has only gotten
better.

It is 1932, and the losses of the First World War are still
keenly felt. Violet Speedwell, mourning for both her
fiancé and her brother, is regarded by society as a ‘surplus
woman’, unlikely to marry, so she decides to escape her
suffocating mother and strike out on her own.
Her new, independent life takes her to Winchester. While
judgment still lies there around her marital status, she is
able to fall in with a group called the ‘broderers’ – women
who are charged with embroidering kneelers for the
Cathedral – and she soon becomes entwined in their lives
and their secrets. As the second Great War appears on the
horizon, Violet has collected a few secrets of her own that
could change everything.

9780008332006 - $32.99 - TPB
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9780008153823 - $32.99 - TPB
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whi te

White Horses is a culmination of Rachael’s
passions. It’s about this beautiful country
of ours, and the importance of finding
your community, your home and yourself.
It’s a gorgeous, instantly appealing, allconsuming story, as openhearted, big and
generous as our wide-open Australian
landscape. Funny, warm, moving and
engrossing, it’s a world inhabited by people
who will come to feel more like your closest
friends than characters in a book.

Rachael Treasure has a lot
of saddles to her stable.
She’s a mother, a farmer
and a bestselling author of
12 books.

White Horses is a sweeping novel that we
believe is going to be bigger than anything
Rachael’s ever done before – and we very
much hope that you’ll be part of this
journey with us.
If you’ve never had the pleasure of reading
Rachael’s work before – now is the time.

S

he changed the face of Australian
publishing with the publication of her
now iconic 2002 novel, Jillaroo, which
kickstarted a whole new genre, ‘Ru-Ro’
(which, for those of you unfamiliar with
the term, stands for ‘rural romance’).
Rachael’s deep knowledge and love of the
land means she’s also passionate about
sustainability and regenerative agriculture.
It’s this genuine enthusiasm for the land,
as well as her drive to empower women
through stories, that has created such a
powerful connection between her and her
readers. Readers who have been eagerly
awaiting a new novel from her for the last
four years …

9781460757574 - $32.99 - TPB

Rachael Treasure

h orses
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Amy from Dymocks Hobart asks
Rachael about her writing process and
her love of animals.
When did you realize you wanted to be a writer?

Your first book, Jillaroo, published in 2002, is an iconic
work of contemporary fiction. How has your style changed
or matured over the years, and has your writing process
become easier?

When I was about six years old and I saw my grandmother
Joan Wise’s children’s book manuscripts and I smelled the
carbon paper and heard the magic in the words as she read
them to me. I wrote in notebooks from Grade 3 onwards
and in high school, after reading My Brilliant Career; the
deal was sealed! During my first job as a jillaroo whole
scenes and sentences would arrive when I was moving
cattle on my horse. I think I was born a scribe!

Creating novels is both blissful and arduous, and my
dedication to motherhood and the regenerative farming
movement is my priority, so the writing process is jammed
in between all that, so it’s no easier than when I started. I
don’t know if my style has changed, because I simply write
what comes to me when my brain is in a particular state
(the academics can unpick that), but I do know that the
personal setbacks I’ve experienced in life – divorce, loss of
my beloved childhood farm to the bloke-folk, and being a
single mum starting financially all over again at 40 – has
led me to a rich seam of writer’s gold. From those setbacks
I wanted to become a better person, not bitter one. Ten
years on, life is singing with quiet joy and possibility, and
I now know I’m able to lift other women and men higher
through my storytelling – particularly when it comes to
regenerating our desperately degraded rural landscape and
tapping into mindfulness for healing.

How did you get your first book published?
I studied both agriculture and journalism, focusing my
research on the stereotyping of women in rural Australia
as portrayed in literature and the media. To counter
that, in 2002 I wrote Jillaroo when working on a Central
Queensland cattle station. The manuscript was helped
along with a Tasmanian Writers’ Centre mentorship. I sent
it to Penguin and it was picked up off the slush pile, and
I had a contract offered within ten days! Publisher Clare
Forster said they’d never read a character like Rebecca
Saunders ... that Rebecca was so ‘refreshing’ (but swore
too much!).

On a more personal note, as a fellow land lover and animal
lover, how many pets do you actually own?
I have 76 pets, including 30 Aloeburn Poll Merino ewes
who are genetically bred to have bare bottoms (no more
cruel mulesing!); two gorgeous Aloeburn rams, called
Steve Smith and Mr 48; two Kelpies, called Belle and
Rousie; one Toy Poodle, called Megatron; 14 chooks,
all with names, like Princess Layer, Meep Meep, Donna,
Storm and Trooper; one rooster, Hans Solo; two horses,
Jess and Gemma; 20 Dexter cattle, who also have names,
like Agatha Christie and Miss Marple; plus several billion
soil microbes and earthworms – because we consider them
our pets and priority too!
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W

e are excited to say that in September she is
publishing her first novel in eight years – and
what a brilliant novel it is. The Collaborator is based on
an astonishing true story of the Jewish experience in the
darkest days of Nazi-occupied Budapest. It asks us to
question whether it is better to do a deal with the devil that
might save lives or whether we should stand back from evil
and keep our hands clean. It is a thoughtful exploration of
the concept that ‘no good deed goes unpunished’.
Set in both present-day Australia and war-torn Budapest,
The Collaborator takes us on a journey into the past, seen
through the eyes of a contemporary Sydney woman on a
mission to uncover her Hungarian grandmother’s secret
past, and in doing so find where her true cultural heritage
lies. But the past of war-torn Hungary is a dark one, where
desperate times called for desperate measures, and the
roles of hero and villain are not always clearly drawn.
HARLEQUIN

Resonant with questions of identity, morality and courage
in the face of evil, questions that still resonate today, this
is an enthralling story of vengeance, betrayal and heroism
destined to open up a wider conversation.

the
collaborator

Diane Armstrong is herself a child survivor of the
Holocaust.
Also by Diane Armstrong:
Mosaic, The Voyage of Their Life, Winter Journey, Nocturne,
Empire Day

HARLEQUIN

HARLEQUIN

heart of
the cross

a tapestry
of treason

Emily Madden

Anne O’Brien

What makes us the people we are? Do the secrets of our
ancestors have the power to dictate our future?

The year is 1399 and Constance of York is proving herself
to be more determined than her family had bargained for.

Emily Madden deftly takes us from Ireland in the 1950s to
present-day Sydney, exploring the lives of three generations
of Hart women.

Her dysfunctional family is made up of power-hungry
men and treasonous conspiracies, which threaten to topple
the House of York’s present and future. Treason, tragedy,
heartbreak and betrayal: this is the story of a woman ahead
of her time, fighting for herself and what she believes to be
right in a world of men.

Brianna is shocked when her late grandmother leaves
her a secret apartment in Sydney’s Kings Cross and more
questions than answers. Her search for the truth will
leave her questioning her legacy and looking for hope in
unlikely places.

Also by Anne O’Brien: Anne O’Brien has written over ten
novels including Queen of the North, The Shadow Queen,
The Queen’s Choice

Emily Madden has delivered a meticulously researched,
powerfully told novel following the success of her debut
The Lost Pearl.

Diane Armstrong

Also by Emily Madden: The Lost Pearl, Summers with Juliette

Award-winning, critically
acclaimed author Diane
Armstrong is known for her
best-selling memoirs and
novels that explore the Jewish
experience of the Holocaust.
9781489251664 - $32.99 - TPB
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9781489251367 - $29.99 - TPB

9780008225476 - $32.99 - TPB
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darkdawn
Indy from Farrell’s Bookshop in
Victoria asks Jay about his influences
and kryptonite.
What is your kryptonite when it comes to writing?
Resisting the urge to highlight every dramatic beat in my
novels with a one sentence paragraph.

Jay Kristoff

Like this.
Sometimes when I want to be really dramatic, I even break
sentences
across multiple lines.
Can you feel the
drama

The final
book in the
Nevernight
Trilogy

?

The response from fans and avid book reviewers to news
of the new Jay Kristoff has been overwhelming, and we
expect more requests than ever before as the finale in the
explosive Nevernight Chronicles is released.

If you were to write a spin-off book or series about any one
of your side-characters, who would it be?
Probably Ella from Gemina. I really liked her, she was great
fun to write. Although if I was smart, I’d write a Cassius
prequel in the Nevernight world because apparently people
like tall deadly men with long raven locks and mysterious
backstories who ooze pure sex appeal. Who knew?

Jay has created a world that consumes you from the very
first page. Heroine Mia Corvere reaches into the darkest
parts of your soul to drag you with her (night after
sleepless, page-devouring night) as she takes on those that
would enslave her.
Jay is a New York Times bestselling author, lauded for
his writing, winning numerous Aurealis Awards (both
previous volumes in this series have won the fantasy novel
Aurealis), an ABIA and the David Gemmell Morningstar
and Legend awards.
20
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What books or films have had the most influence over your
life so far?

Very hard question to answer. The Hobbit was the first time
I remember feeling like I was reading a book written just
for me. Stephen King was the first author I was a fan of –
not as a fan of series, but of an actual creator whose work
I followed from book to book. Stylistically, I probably
borrow most from William Gibson.
What books are you most looking forward to reading this
year?
We Hunt the Flame by Hafsah Faizal

Blood Song by Anthony Ryan (yeah, I know, I’m way
behind)
Dig by A.S. King

If you could collaborate with any other person (alive or
dead), who would it be?

9780008180096 - $29.99 - TPB

Probably Laini Taylor. Her prose is pure magic and her
ideas are astonishing. She’s one of the greatest writers
working in fantasy today.
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Jinxed!

bumblebunnies

A suburban
backyard might
look humble
and drama-free
but who are you
going to call
when a balloon
goes rogue?

The gate

The Curious Curse
of Cora Bell

Graeme Base

Rebecca McRitchie

Magic awaits
round every
corner.

Who do you turn to when a ball goes wayward into the
pond? Or a gate is left temptingly open.
Lou the cat, Wuffle the puppy and Billington the duck
come across these problems every day and would be lost if
not for a trio of bunnies, who appear to be minding their
own business when in fact they are saving the world.

Cora is an eleven-year-old who lives with her elderly friend,
Dot, and makes her way scrounging trash for treasure …
until two fairies arrive and suggest that there might be
more to Cora than a propensity to get involved with more
fantastical beings than you can poke your wand at.
Following on from the success of Whimsy and Woe, and for
fans of the enchanting Nevermoor and Starfell, comes the
start of a series that you’ll want to eagerly press in to the
hands of every child who needs a bit of magic in their lives.

Because when you’re small, that’s what your backyard is.
Your world.
The Gate is another adventure in the wonderful
BumbleBunnies series, created by the award-winning
illustrator-author powerhouse that is Graeme Base.

Also by Rebecca McRitchie:
Whimsy & Woe, Whimsy & Woe: The Final Act

Graeme Base has been writing and illustrating for children
for over 30 years, with worldwide bestsellers including
Animalia, numerous Australian and international publishing
awards, and global sales exceeding six million copies.
The other titles in the BumbleBunnies series are:
BumbleBunnies: The Pond and BumbleBunnies: The Sock

9781460754009 - $16.99 - NSH
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9781460757642 - $17.99 - BPB
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O C T O B E R

“
There are endless

arguments out
there for bringing
more vegetables to
your table – your
own wellbeing,
your budget, our
environment, the list
goes on.

“

W

hatever your personal reason,
there’s one that I think is universal
– FLAVOUR. Gone are the days where a
sad salad or soft, steamed carrots were our
only options. With the recipes in Week
Light, you’ll use vegetables in a whole new
way, adding so much life to your weekly
routine. Who knew broccoli (in my mind
the superfood of all vegetables) could make
such a delicious pizza base, flat-bread or
tart shell? For lunch, or even a snack, I’ll
often bake my super-green falafels in the
oven and my studio team love them. As for
my boys? Their current weeknight request
is my crunchy raw pad thai – so yum.

Inside Week Light, you’ll find all these ideas
and so much more. It’s essentially my week
in food, in a book – super-quick, familyfriendly, fuss-free meals made REAL.
Vegetables are at the forefront of nearly
every recipe, with a few meat options
thrown in, and there are lots of my alltime classics re-worked to include more
goodness. This book is about using food
to refuel and re-energise, while nurturing
ourselves with flavour. Happy cooking!

9781460758113 - $45 - NSP

“

E D I T I O N

“

DONNA HAY
WEEK LIGHT
Other titles by Donna Hay:
A — Fresh and Light
B — Life in Balance
C — Basics to Brilliance
D — Modern Baking
A
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Debbie Harry
has achieved a
level of global
success reserved
for very few
musicians, and
even fewer
women.
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FACE IT

INSIDE OUT

Debbie Harry

Demi Moore

Charismatic lead singer of Blondie, critically acclaimed
solo artist and style icon, Debbie’s allure is endless and her
legacy is enduring. In this, her first memoir, Debbie shares
her remarkable life story.

COVER TO BE
REVEALED

Finding fame in the anarchic punk scene of mid-70s
downtown New York, Blondie went on to enjoy worldwide
success with a sense of assuredness and abandon that
typified their lead singer.
A brilliant lyricist with a captivating stage presence, she
has made an indelible impression on pop culture: within
the band, in her solo career and as an actor. Time and
again, she has pushed boundaries and defied expectations.
Debbie’s career has spanned nearly four decades and
generated over 40 million record sales. Unafraid to speak
her mind, she encapsulates a sense of independence,
strength and sincerity that has inspired generations.
Now, in this beautiful fully illustrated volume, Debbie recalls
the experiences that have shaped her – the unprecedented
triumphs and the darkest challenges – in her typically
unapologetic, vibrant style. A must have for Blondie fans.

28

9780008229429 - $45 - CHB

At last Demi
Moore tells her
own story in
a surprisingly
intimate and
emotionally
charged memoir.

For decades, Demi Moore has been synonymous
with celebrity. From iconic film roles to high-profile
relationships, Moore has never been far from the spotlight
– or the headlines.
Even as Demi was becoming the highest paid actress in
Hollywood, however, she was always outrunning her
past, just one step ahead of the doubts and insecurities
that defined her childhood. Throughout her rise to
fame and during some of the most pivotal moments of
her life, Demi battled addiction, body image issues, and
childhood trauma that would follow her for years – all
while juggling a skyrocketing career and at times negative
public perception. As her success grew, Demi found
herself questioning if she belonged in Hollywood, if she
was a good mother, a good actress – and, always, if she was
simply good enough.
As much as her story is about adversity, it is also about
tremendous resilience. In this deeply candid and reflective
memoir, Demi pulls back the curtain and opens up about
her career and personal life – laying bare her tumultuous
relationship with her mother, her marriages, her struggles
balancing stardom with raising a family, and her journey
toward open heartedness. Inside Out is a story of survival,
success, and surrender – a wrenchingly honest portrayal of
one woman’s at once ordinary and iconic life.
29

9780007521029 - $32.99 - TPB
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LAWYER X
Anthony Dowsley and Patrick Carlyon

Melbourne’s gangland
war was an era dominated
by murders, stings, hits,
drug busts, corruption
and greed – inspiring
bestselling books and
even a popular TV series,
Underbelly.

It took the police a decade to curtail
the violence and bring down criminal
kingpins Carl Williams, Tony Mokbel and
their accomplices. When the police finally
closed the case file, just how they really
won the war, with the help of an unlikely
police informant, would become a closely
guarded secret and its exposure, the biggest
legal scandal of our time.
Lawyer X is the true story of how a
promising defence barrister from a
privileged background broke all the rules
– becoming both police informer and
her client’s lover – sharing their secrets
and shaping the gangland war that led
to sensational arrests and convictions.
The story of how Nicola Gobbo became
Lawyer X, and why, is a compelling study
in desperation and determination.
Lawyer X is the definitive story of
Melbourne’s gangland wars and its
most glamorous and compelling central
character, based on the ground-breaking
work of investigative journalists Anthony
Dowsley and Patrick Carlyon, who broke
the story for the Herald Sun in 2014, and
their five-year struggle to reveal the truth
about the identity of Lawyer X.

9781460758069 - $34.99 - TPB
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NUTURING
YOUR NEW LIFE

SWORD
OF KINGS

Heidi Sze

Bernard Cornwell

For many first-time mothers the expectations they have
about motherhood come from idealised images on TV, in
magazines or online. It’s a far cry from what motherhood
actually involves: lack of sleep, time and control – and
total dependency on you by another. Becoming a mother
brings extraordinary physical and emotional changes to a
woman’s life, but it also taps into deep instincts and joy.

Uhtred returns ...
The most successful and prolific historical novelist today,
Bernard Cornwell is the author of over 50 novels published
in 30 countries and 28 languages.
The Last Kingdom series goes from strength to strength
with Uhtred becoming ever more interesting – in so many
ways a modern hero, facing a new world, with changing
allegiances, but still held by traditional loyalties.

Many people know Heidi Sze from her popular
ApplesUnderMyBed blog and Instagram account. Her
message is to surrender to the changes, reject the guilt,
accept the imperfect reality of this new life, and look for
support in the right places. This book will help women
do just that. Her special focus on nourishment – with 20
recipes for this special time – will help mothers nurture the
new life in their hands.

This latest novel from international bestseller Bernard
Cornwell has a highly dramatic twist: the violent dispute
over who should inherit the throne on the death of the
king, Edward, and indeed should there not be two kings –
of Mercia and of Wessex?

9781460757307 - $34.99 - NSP
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9780008183905 - $32.99 - TPB
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T

he fans that have bought over 25 million copies of
Cecelia Ahern’s books have waited 15 years since the
release of PS I Love You to hear how things have turned
out for Holly and now we get the postscript. Because as
Holly has found out, even when you think you’ve said it
all, when you love someone there’s always one more thing
to say.

FICTION

Postscript picks up seven years after the end of PS I Love
You. Holly has moved on with her life – as much as
she can – but then she’s approached by a group calling
themselves the PS, I Love You Club. A club formed
by people who have heard about Holly’s letters to her
deceased husband and have been inspired by them, and
they want Holly’s help.

AFTER THE FLOOD

Not just for fans of the book that started it all, Postscript
is a novel about redemption and redefining yourself in the
face of a powerful loss.
Also by Cecelia Ahern:
PS, I Love You, Roar, Lyrebird, Perfect, Flawed, The Year I
Met You, The Marble Collector, How to Fall in Love, One
Hundred Names, The Time of My Life, The Book of Tomorrow,
The Gift, Thanks for the Memories, Where Rainbows End, If
You Could See Me Now, A Place Called Here

FICTION

POSTSCRIPT

Kassandra Montag

It’s incredibly
exciting to be on
the precipice of
something big.

After the Flood is an explosive debut that will be published
simultaneously around the world and caused a sensation at
the 2018 London Book Fair. Television rights to the book
were snapped up for a big Game of Thrones-like cable TV
series as soon as the book went to auction.

Cecelia Ahern

Resonant with contemporary cultural concerns – from
#MeToo to climate change – it is a novel which, much
like Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale, will
make a significant contribution to a much larger social
conversation. This powerful and riveting saga – about a
mother, her daughters, and their struggle to survive in a
post-apocalyptic flooded world – is driven by the raw and
urgent power of a mother’s love, and the choices she must
face in her quest to save them.

The sequel to
PS I Love You!

9781460757819 - $32.99 - TPB
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9780008194888 - $29.99 - TPB
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T H E
HARLEQUIN

Award-winning author
Tricia Stringer takes us deep into
women’s lives and the issues that
affect them.

M O D E L
N

atalie King has a full life. With a
teaching job, a farm to run, three
grown daughters who have not quite got a
handle on things, a reserved husband and
a demanding mother-in-law, most days
she is too busy to think about whether she
is happy. After all, she is the one person
everyone depends upon.

But when an odd gift from her motherin-law – an old book in the form of stern
and outdated advice for young wives –
surfaces again, it brings with it memories
she thought she had buried deep. Has

this insidious little book exerted some
kind of hold over her? On a day when it
seems everyone is taking her for granted,
and as the ghost of a past betrayal rises, it
becomes clear that even this good mother
and model wife can be pushed too far ...
This clever novel will be a conversation
starter for any woman (or man) who has
questioned when ‘having it all’ became
‘doing it all’.

9781489270863 - $32.99 - TPB

Stephanie and Michelle from Victorian
bookshop Collins Sunbury ask Tricia
about where her ideas come from and
the research involved in bringing them
to life.
What has influenced you to start moving away from
writing rural-set novels?
My writer’s brain is always working even when I’m not,
so often, when I least expect it, an idea will come from
something I’m doing. Several years ago I took my first
cruise which prompted characters and a storyline that
became Table for Eight, quite removed from rural romance.
I’m enjoying stretching my writing style to general fiction.

How much research goes into writing your novels?
Research is very important to me and where possible
I prefer first-hand experience – so actually being in the
setting, and interviewing people who have had similar
experiences to my characters or who know about an issue
I am exploring.

When you write a novel, where do the ideas come from and
where do you start?

What are your writing quirks?

Nearly always it’s a setting or an event that sparks an idea.
Then I create characters who take over the space and
develop the story.

There’s only one thing I’m pedantic about and that’s Word
Count. For each new novel I have a journal, and on the
first page I rule up columns. Each day I enter the date and
the new word count until I’m at the end of that first draft.
Watching it grow is very satisfying.

Do you have a favourite book that you have written, and if
so why do you feel that way?
Each new book is my favourite. At present it’s The Model
Wife and I’m so immersed in edits I can’t think about
anything else. When it’s finished, I wave it goodbye ever
so fondly and then I’m on to the next one.

When did you first realise you wanted to be a writer?
I wanted to write a story for a year four class I was teaching.
It was set in the early mining days of our local area to
help give them a better understanding of that part of our
history. That’s when I realised to be a writer I needed
to study and practise the craft. I started doing that over
twenty years ago.
What do you like to do when you are not writing?
Family is number one. I’m married to Daryl and we have
three grown-up children with wonderful partners and
we’re blessed with two grandsons. We spend as much time
together as we can. I love to visit new places. I’m also a
craft tragic, I like to keep fit and I’ve always got a book
to read.

Also by Tricia Stringer:
Queen of the Road, Right as Rain,
Riverboat Point, Between the Vines,
A Chance of Stormy Weather, Come
Rain or Shine, Something in the Wine
Historical sagas:
Heart of the Country, Dust on the
Horizon, Jewel in the North
General fiction:
Table for Eight
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David Koepp
may be a debut
author but he’s
no stranger
to creating a
blockbuster
story.
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COLD STORAGE

LONG WAY HOME

David Koepp

Nicola Marsh

From bestselling
Australian
author Nicola
Marsh comes
a warm and
winsome rural
romance about
second chances
and belonging.

Writing the screenplays for Jurassic Park, Mission: Impossible
and Spider-man as well as The Post and Death Becomes Her
has shown that David has a gift for drama and thrills. His
novel Cold Storage takes it up a level.
When a highly contagious, deadly organism is let loose
after being held in cold storage underneath a virtually
abandoned military base, three unlikely heroes must
come together and, in the course of a night, stop it and
contain it.
All they have is luck, fearlessness and a mordant sense of
humour. Will that be enough to save all of humanity?

It’s tough to escape malicious small-town gossip, but that’s
just what Ruby Aston thought she’d done eleven years ago
when she left Brockenridge for the blessed anonymity of
Melbourne.
Thrust back into all the drama she’d left behind when she
returns in the wake of her mother’s death, Ruby must
choose between saving her mother’s legacy and the man
who could be the love of her life.

9780008334512 - $29.99 - TPB
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9781489281166 - $29.99 - TPB
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MY FOLKS
GREW UP

Also by Beck and
Robin Feiner:
If I Was Prime Minister
By Beck Feiner:
Aussie Legends Alphabet

Beck & Robin Feiner

IN THE '80S

As our children grow up in front
of screens and learn how to code,
My Folks Grew Up in the ’80s takes
them back to a simpler time.

A

n era that is popular again thanks to the success of
Stranger Things and the renewed love of scrunchies!

A time when you’d have to leave your house and go to
video store if you wanted to watch a movie and you’d
have to remember ‘Be Kind, Rewind’!
A time when everyone would know if you were sweaty
because your shirt was designed to change colour in the heat.
A time where you’d have to stretch your phone line (there
was a cord!) to your bedroom if you wanted to talk to your
friends without everyone in your house hearing you.
Full of brightly-coloured illustrations, Beck and Robin
Feiner have created a book that will have you sharing
your childhood with your children, even if they won’t
understand most of it.
9780733339417 - $24.99 - NSH
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ithin this masterful collection, each setting is more
strange and wonderful than the last, brimming with
new technologies and beings. No world is like the other.
And yet, for all the advances in these futuristic lands, the
people must still confront deeply human problems.

ver 27,000 kids have already explored Rome and
Provence with the girl, the dog and the writer, and
now the endearing trio have travelled to Lucerne so they can
work on the next novel.
But all is not going smoothly in Lucerne. A spate of crimes
has broken out, all involving delicious Swiss chocolate,
and as much as the girl, the dog and the writer all look like
they’ve already gotten their happy endings, there’s still one
mystery that must be solved before they can close the book
on their time together.

In these six stories, Veronica Roth reaches into the unknown
and draws forth something startlingly familiar and
profoundly beautiful.
Also by Veronica Roth:
Divergent, Insurgent, Allegiant, Four, Carve the Mark, The
Fates Divide

Other books in this series:
The Girl, the Dog and the Writer in Rome, The Girl, the
Dog and the Writer in Provence

YOUNG ADULT FICTION

ABC BOOKS

THE END AND OTHER
BEGINNINGS

THE GIRL, THE DOG AND THE
WRITER IN LUCERNE

Veronica Roth

Katrina Nannestad

Bestselling Divergent and Carve
the Mark author Veronica Roth
delivers a stunning collection of
novella-length stories set in the
future, illustrated with startling
black-and-white artwork.

It’s hard not to be completely
charmed by this series by
much-loved author Katrina
Nannestad.

Also by Katrina Nannestad:
Olive of Groves series, The Girl Who Brought Mischief,
Lottie Perkins series, Red Dirt Diaries series

9780008347772 - $24.99 - TPB
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9780733338199 - $16.99 - BPB
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Where do you get your wonderfully
inventive ideas for your books from?
From my inner child. I know that sounds
glib. But it’s true. I have a very firm belief
that adults are just older children, winging
being grown-up. Everyone inside feels
about 12. Luckily, because I have spent
my entire adult life being a comedian,
I’ve been allowed to express that 12 year
old more than most adults. Which means
when I came to write children’s books, it
didn’t feel difficult to me to imagine what
stories children might want to read.

David’s new
book is hitting
shelves in
October.

The kids in your books have gotten some
pretty amazing talents in the past; the
ability to control people, getting to choose
parents etc. What special gift do you wish
you had as a child?
Well, most of them have been channelled
into the books. My new one which I’m
writing now is about a girl who’s an
amazing driver. That just comes from
knowing how much I wanted to drive my
parents’ car when I was a kid. I’d also quite
like to have been able to speak to animals
– we had a cat I was obsessed with – but I
sort of played that one out in AniMalcolm.

What do you love most about writing?
Seeing an idea I have - I always start with
just an idea, I never map out the whole
thing - grow into a story, seeing how all
the parts start to come together.

Also by David Baddiel:
Head Kid, Birthday
Boy, AniMalcolm, The
Parent Agency, The Person
Controller

D A V I D
B A D D I E L
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Ellyse Perry
Grantlee Kieza
Roland Perry
Dr Karl Kruszelnicki
Tara Moss
Michael Crichton
Paullina Simons
Jane Cockram
Dawn O’Porter
Rachael Johns
Mandy Magro
E.R. Ramzipoor
David Walliams
Oliver Jeffers
Eoin Colfer
Matt Stanton

N O V E M B E R

NON-FICTION

A point of view, a state of mind –
perspective is everything. A book of
shared insights from one of Australia’s
most inspiring elite athletes. Ellyse Perry
is among the all-time cricket greats ... and
she is just getting started.
I’ve had a notebook for as long as I can
remember. I take it everywhere. In my barely
readable handwriting, which is OK because
I’m the only one who reads it, are all sorts of
thoughts and observations and quotes I love.
The quotes are nice little reminders of the things
that are important to me. I’ve always found
writing really cathartic. I like the simplicity
of it. No distractions. Not pop-up pages, just
real pages, none of the distractions we get on
electronic devices. When I get a bit of quiet
time, I really like having something with me
to write in. Thoughts become more real when
they’re written down. And dreams. And hopes.
In a cafe, on a plane, at home, early in the
morning, late at night - I love that you can
write anywhere and at any time.
9781460758083 - $39.99 - CHB

E L L Y S E
P E R R Y
PERSPECTIVE

ABC BOOKS

ABC BOOKS

MACQUARIE

TEA AND SCOTCH
WITH BRADMAN

Grantlee Kieza

Roland Perry

Lachlan Macquarie is credited with shaping Australia’s
destiny, transforming the harsh, foreboding penal colony
of New South Wales into an agricultural powerhouse and
ultimately a functioning society. He was also responsible for
the death of several Aboriginal men, women and children,
brutally killed in a military operation intended to create
terror among local Indigenous people. So was Macquarie
the man who sowed the seeds of a great nation, or a tyrant
who destroyed Aboriginal resistance?

In 1995, journalist and author Roland Perry wrote to Sir
Donald Bradman requesting an interview for a biography
he was planning of the great cricketer. Surprisingly, the Don
agreed. It was the start of a conversation that continued
over many years in which the real Bradman shone, not
only as a great sportsman but musician, brilliant thinker
and humourist with a fondness for tea and Scotch. This
fascinating account of Perry’s close encounter with Don
Bradman is an intimate and revealing portrait of the man
many regard as the greatest Australian of all time.

In the most comprehensive biography yet of this complex
colonial governor, acclaimed author Grantlee Kieza
chronicles the life and times of a poor Scottish farm boy
who grew up to fight wars on five continents, claw his way
to the top of the British military after suffering a broken
heart and see magnificent potential in the prison refuse
sent to the penal colonies of the Great South Land. Lover,
fighter, hopeless romantic and ruthless autocrat, Lachlan
Macquarie is a towering figure of Australian history.

Other books by Roland Perry include Anzac Sniper, Celeste,
The Don: the Definitive Biography of Sir Donald Bradman,
Bradman’s Invincibles and The Changi Brownlow.

Award-winning journalist Grantlee Kieza is the author of 12
acclaimed books, including the recent bestsellers Banjo, Mrs
Kelly, Monash, Sons of the Southern Cross and Bert Hinkler.

9780733335907 - $39.99 - CHB

9780733338465 - $39.99 - NSH
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DR K ARL
KRUSZ ELNICKI
ABC BOOKS

DR KARL’S
RANDOM ROAD
TRIP THROUGH
SCIENCE

N

ow, in his 45th book, the intrepid Dr Karl
goes full kolour as he takes us on a crazy
random ride through nature, the universe and
everything. This illustrated extravaganza is packed
full of fascinating facts, tantalising truisms and
hilariously extraordinary objectivities. Discover
answers to questions you’ve always wanted to ask
and questions you’d never even think to ask in this
bumper collection for kids aged ten to 60-ten.

Take a technikolour
trip with Dr Karl!
For more than 30 years
on radio and TV, and
in 44 bestselling books,
Dr Karl has been
informing, astounding
and entertaining people
of all ages.
49

9780733340321 - $35 – NSP

The first in a
gripping new
mystery series
set in 1940s
Sydney, from
bestselling
author Tara
Moss.
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DEAD MAN
SWITCH

THE ANDROMEDA
EVOLUTION

Tara Moss

Michael Crichton

Fifty years
after The
Andromeda
Strain made
Michael
Crichton a
household
name comes
the sequel.

Meet Billie Walker, Private Eye.
Billie Walker is tough, determined and a cheating husband’s
worst nightmare. When she sets her stylish sights on her
target, she always gets her man, which is great, because it
pays the bills.
But while dodgy guys with roaming eyes are one thing,
her new case has her mixing with a whole new kind of
undesirable. In her hunt to find a missing boy, she’ll be
putting her own life at risk.
Other HarperCollins titles by Tara Moss:
The Fictional Woman, Speaking Out, Covet, Hit, Split,
Siren, Assassin and Fetish.

9780732290658 - $32.99 - TPB
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‘Michael’s first benchmark novel, The Andromeda Strain,
was ahead of its time in both subject matter and how it
was presented to the reader,’ said Sherri Crichton, CEO,
CrichtonSun LLC. ‘It’s exciting to be shining a spotlight
on the world that Michael so brilliantly created and to
collaborate with Daniel Wilson. This novel is for Crichton
fans; it’s a celebration of Michael’s universe and a way to
introduce him to new generations, and to those discovering
his worlds for the first time.’
The Andromeda Evolution is a collaboration between
CrichtonSun and Daniel H. Wilson (Robopocalypse), and
a return to the classic techno-thriller genre.
Since the publication of Michael Crichton’s first novel,
his books have gone on to sell over 200 million copies
worldwide. He remains the only writer to have a numberone book, movie, and TV show in the same year.
Michael Crichton has written over 18 novels, including
Jurassic Park, Dragon Teeth, Sphere, Prey, The Lost World,
State of Fear and The Andromeda Strain.
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9781460752753 - $32.99 - TPB
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PAULLIN A
SIMONS

The first novel, The Tiger Catcher, was released in
April, with the second, A Beggar’s Kingdom, and the
conclusion, Inexpressible Island, to follow in August
and December respectively.
The Tiger Catcher begins the story of Julian, living a
charmed life in Los Angeles, whose world is turned
upside down by a love affair with Josephine, a mysterious
young woman who takes him by storm. But she is not
what she seems, carrying secrets that tear them apart –
perhaps forever.
So begins Julian and Josephine’s extraordinary
adventure of love, loss, and the mystical forces that
bind people together across time and space. It is a
journey that propels Julian toward impossible choices
which will lead him to love fulfilled ... or to oblivion.
The End of Forever saga is a single, sweeping story that
contains multitudes. Through the story of Julian and
Josephine’s love it explores the nature of intimate things
like friendship, sacrifice, family, loss, grief and joy, while
examining profound questions about time and fate.

FICTION

Paullina Simons has always been
a ground-breaking author. Her
debut, Tully, was a powerful
exploration of female friendship
that struck a chord with young
women all over the world.

I

n 2001 she published The Bronze Horseman, an epic
love story and the first book in a saga that captivated
a generation. It still appears frequently on reader and
bookseller ‘best of ’ lists. Simons has sold more than
two million copies of her novels in Australia alone,
and her stories have been loved by readers across 23
countries.
Now, nearly 20 years after the publication of The
Bronze Horseman, Paullina has mined her prodigious
imagination to bring us a sweeping new trilogy which
will take readers from the depths of despair to the
dizzying heights of joy with an unforgettable story of
love lost and found.
In an innovative break with tradition, all three books
in the End of Forever saga will be published in 2019
– this is publishing for the binge-reading and bingewatching generation. No longer will fans have to wait
for several years between novels: Paullina is bringing
out each epic title in quick succession.
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A — The Tiger Catcher
9780732294922 - $32.99 - TPB
May 2019
B — A Beggar's Kingdom
9780732294946 - $32.99 - TPB
August 2019
C — Inexpressible Island
9780732294960 - $32.99 - TPB
December 2019
A

B
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THE HOUSE OF
BRIDES

SO LUCKY

Jane Cockram

Dawn O’Porter

With each secret
that comes to
light, Miranda
puts herself in
further danger.

Fresh, frank and
very funny.

When social media influencer Miranda endorses a product
on Instagram that doesn’t do what it says on the caption,
she’s bullied by trolls to the point of fleeing her home.
Unsure of where she should go, she decides to research
the background of a book written by the mother that she
barely knew, famous author Tessa Summers. The book,
The House of Brides, chronicles the women in Miranda’s
family who were notorious for nefarious reasons.

The new novel from bestselling author Dawn O’Porter
exposes the real life behind the hashtag, and questions
just what a ‘lucky’ life looks like – peeling back the filters
we all apply, with brilliant humour and irreverence, while
celebrating the power of what can be achieved when
women look out for one another.
Other HarperCollins title by Dawn O’Porter: The Cows

With a distinct lack of options, Miranda disguises herself
as a nanny taking up a post at the grand country estate
that has housed the brides. And she sets out to investigate
her mysterious lineage. What she starts to find out is that
the current ‘bride’ and her family might be the darkest
additions to the family tree yet.
ISBN TBC - $29.99 - TPB
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9780008288624 - $29.99 - TPB
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RACHAEL
JOHNS

Phil from Queensland bookshop
Dymocks Carindale asks Rachael
about her motivations and discipline.

Alice has always been a trailblazer as a scientist, activist, and
mother. She knew her choices would involve sacrifices, but
now, on the eve of her eightieth birthday, she’s beginning
to wonder if she’s given up too much.
Alice’s daughter Sappho rebelled against her
unconventional upbringing, choosing to marry young
and embrace life as a homemaker, but her status as a
domestic goddess has recently taken a surprising turn.

HARLEQUIN

JUST ONE
WISH
Bestselling and award-winning
author Rachael Johns is back with
a captivating story about three
women, three secrets and one lifechanging journey.

Ged has always been the peacemaker between her
grandmother and mother. A tenacious journalist, she
knows what she wants and thinks she has it … until
everything in her world starts falling apart.
At a crossroads in each of their lives, Alice, Sappho and
Ged embark on a celebratory trip together, but instead
of bringing them closer the holiday sparks life-changing
consequences and lifts the lid on a fifty-year secret.
9781489261519 - $32.99 - TPB

Being a writer and a mother must be complex. It takes a
lot of discipline. When do you write? During the day or at
night; in blocks or over many hours? And is it true that you
tell your children a modified version of Nora Roberts’s rule:
that you should not be interrupted unless there’s ‘fire, flood,
blood, breaks or snakes’?
I don’t think being a writer is any more complicated
than being a full-time working mother in any other
profession. At least I don’t have to dress up and leave
the house! In the years when I was an aspiring author I
had to squeeze my writing around other commitments
and back then I was a stay-at-home mum so finding
the time was trickier. Now my kids are older so I write
mostly during school hours and I treat it like a job, so
yes, it does take discipline. I aim for 2000 words a day
when I’m writing a first draft and if I don’t achieve this
during ‘office hours’, I work overtime like other parents
sometimes have to do. I think writing is a very flexible
job as it allows me to choose the hours best suited to my
family and other life commitments. And, yes, if I do have
to work when my kids are at home, they do know not to
interrupt me unless there’s a major emergency!

Rachael Johns has written 23 novels,
including The Greatest Gift,
The Patterson Girls, The Art of Keeping
Secrets and Lost Without You
57

What motivated you to become a writer, and was the journey
from that moment short and sweet or long and difficult?
Heartbreak was my first motivation – I broke up with my
boyfriend at the end of year 12 and was absolutely devastated
in the fashion 17-year-olds are. I turned to writing as a form
of therapy, writing a terrible story of me and this boy in
which I actually ended up killing him off. Not only was
this process therapeutic but I caught the writing bug and
haven’t been able to stop since. It was another fifteen years
before I sold my first book, but I look upon this time as my
apprenticeship. I was learning the craft of writing, reigniting
my love of reading and, most importantly, working out
what type of stories I wanted to write.
Six years ago, you told Pamela Cook that your favourite
literary characters were Bridget Jones, Harry Potter and
Elizabeth Bennet in no particular order. You said that you
loved them because they were all underdogs in some way.
Have you added anyone else to this list in 2019 or do these
three still feature?
These three are still my overall favourites, but I do have a
soft spot for Jojo Moyes’s character Louisa Clark.

After making
a mistake that
felt like the end
of the world to
her teenage self,
Nina Jones fled
the small town
of Huntingvale.
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RIVERSTONE
RIDGE

THE
VENTRILOQUISTS

Mandy Magro

E.R. Ramzipoor

In this debut
inspired by
true events, a
ragtag gang of
journalists and
resistance fighters
risk everything
for an elaborate
scheme to
undermine the
Reich.

Twenty years later when she’s forced to return, her beloved
adoptive mother, Bea, passes away.
Nina needs to decide whether to sell Riverstone Ridge, the
family home. But even though Bea can’t be there to help
her through it all, she’s left Nina five letters, one to be sent
each week, finally sharing the secrets she’d been unable to
reveal in life.
With dark family secrets rippling into the present day, how
will Nina find the courage to face up to the past?
Mandy Magro has written 14 novels including Secrets of
Silvergum, Return to Rosalee Station and A Country Mile

9781489277497 - $29.99 - TPB
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Brussels, 1943. Twelve-year-old street orphan Helene
survives by living as a boy and selling copies of the
country’s most popular newspaper, Le Soir, now turned
into Nazi propaganda. Helene’s entire world changes
when she befriends a rogue journalist, Marc Aubrion,
who draws her into a secret network publishing dissident
underground newspapers.
Aubrion attracts the attention of August Wolff, a highranking Nazi official tasked with swaying public opinion
against the Allies. Wolff gives Aubrion and his team an
impossible choice: use the newspaper to paint the Allies as
monsters, or be killed.
Aubrion has a brilliant idea: they will pretend to do the
Nazis’ bidding, but instead they will publish a fake edition
of Le Soir that pokes fun at Hitler and Stalin – giving
power back to the Belgians by daring to laugh in the face
of their oppressors.
Told with dazzling scope, taut prose and devastating
emotion, The Ventriloquists illuminates the extraordinary
acts of courage by ordinary people forgotten by history –
unlikely heroes who went to extreme lengths to orchestrate
the most stunning feat of journalism in modern history.
59

9781489286574 - $29.99 - TPB
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David Walliams has
sold over 30 million
books worldwide.
In Australia he’s sold more than 1.5
million copies and is consistently
one of the top-ten highest grossing
authors in the country. That’s a lot
of happy young readers!

New David
Walliams novel
out late 2019.
ISBN TBA - $22.99 - B+P

“His books are a breath of wonderful
fresh air”
The Sun

“I absolutely love David Walliams’s
books. In a few more years they will
become classics.”
Sue Townsend, author of Adrian Mole

“Dahl finally has a worthy successor”
Telegraph
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his hilarious interactive book has letters, games,
ornaments, a poster and even a pop-up Christmas tree
– perfect for the festive season!
‘Tis the season for all of us to write our Christmas wish
lists. But everyone knows – even the Crayons – that the best
presents are the ones that you give. In this unique book,
readers join in as Duncan, the Crayons and their families
celebrate the festive season. With real, folded letters to pull
from their envelopes and read, games, press-out ornaments,
a poster and a pop-up tree, this book is the perfect gift for
fans of The Day the Crayons Quit and The Day the Crayons
Came Home.

CHILDREN’S

THE FOWL
TWINS

CHILDREN’S

THE CRAYONS’
CHRISTMAS

Eoin Colfer

Criminal
genius runs in
the family…

Drew Daywalt & Oliver Jeffers
A brand-new Crayons
book from the #1 New York
Times best-selling duo Drew
Daywalt and Oliver Jeffers.

Hot on the heels of the major new Disney movie adaptation
of Artemis Fowl, Eoin Colfer’s fans will again be transported
back to his world of fairies, magic and criminal masterminds.
Here begins the second documented cycle of Fowl
Adventures, a story filled with the most unusual of
individuals: an immortal duke, a miniature troll, a
nunterrogator and a Police Specialist that’s 42% elf. And of
course the Fowl twins, Myles and Beckett – one a certified
genius with a criminal leaning, and the other possessing an
unusual talent that has not been fully explored … yet!
As Eoin himself said when the series was announced with
much fanfare: ‘The future is bright. The future is Fowl.’

9780008180362 - NSH - $27.99
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9780008324827 - $19.99 - B+P
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Not every kid says they love to read, but every kid loves
to laugh. Humour is this wonderful way of building
connection with kids and it shows them that you are
willing to play in their space. For many kids it's a gateway
into reading and that's what our books are all about.
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Matt Stanton

Is the Funny Kid series based on your own experiences?
Very loosely. I wrote a story for class when I was eleven
which I tried to make funny. I ended up being told to
read it out to my school assembly. I was a shy kid and, like
most kids in primary school, trying to work out where
I fit. I read my story and it made kids laugh and I had
an epiphany moment - I could use my imagination to
bring joy to others and humour seemed to bridge the gaps
between social groups. That was a pivotal moment for me.
Max, in Funny Kid, doesn't have that experience exactly
(his involves being chased around the classroom by a duck
that's been stalking him) but the result is similar. By being
the funny kid, using his creativity to make people laugh,
he can carve out a place for himself in the world.

tnirpmI

You write books and you illustrate books. If you had to
choose, would you write or illustrate?

From bestselling author and
illustrator Matt Stanton comes a
tale of two best friends who love to
indulge in healthy (and sometimes
not-so-healthy) competition.

I would write because I love working on the whole creative
project from the beginning. That said, the writing process
if very visual for me, so I can't imagine separating the two.
I loved the famous slingshot and drone launches you did for
Funny Kid #4. Any ideas for the next launch?
With every funny kid book I try to work out 'how would
a kid "launch" a book'? Funny Kid Slapstick is about Max
learning how to play ice hockey so I'd say this next launch
will definitely involve some ice. Watch this space!

.rool f eht no lla s’ti woN
It’s a battle of the cakes.

nA
u lla

What’s more important: style or substance?
Will the winner be Pea or Nut?

llehs eht tuo ekaT
Prepare to be completely won over by this delightful
!xim a ti evig dna
odd couple – and look out for more Pea + Nut books

And most importantly, can we have some of the cake?

Matt Stanton

over the next year!

9780733340673 - $17.99 - NSH
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SYDNEY
HOBART
YACHT RACE

FOR CAP AND
COUNTRY

WHY BOWIE
MATTERS

CLEAN 7

Rob Mundle

Jesse Hogan and Simon Auteri

Will Brooker

Alejandro Junger

In its 75th year, the Rolex Sydney Hobart Yacht Race has
become an icon of Australia’s summer sport, ranking in
public interest with such national events as the Melbourne
Cup, the Australian Open tennis and the Boxing Day
cricket test. No regular annual yachting event in the world
attracts more huge media coverage than does the start on
Sydney Harbour.

This book is a must-have for anyone who has aspired to the
Baggy Green or enjoyed a summer game in the backyard.

A unique, moving and dazzlingly researched exploration of
the places, people, musicians, writers and filmmakers that
inspired David Jones to become David Bowie, what we
can learn from his life’s work and journey, and why he will
always matter.

From the author of Clean Gut comes a medically proven
seven-day program that provides all the necessary tools to
support and reactivate our detoxification system to its fullest
capabilities.

Featuring interviews with some of Australia’s cricket
greats, including Ellyse Perry, Glenn McGrath, Brett Lee,
Jason Gillespie and Mike Hussey. These are the personal
reflections on one of Australia’s most beloved sporting icons,
the Baggy Green.

Sydney Hobart Yacht Race: A Biography of a Sporting Icon is
the story of one of the world’s greatest sporting challenges,
an event where men and women from all walks of life are
inspired and challenged by the beauty and power of nature.

Jesse Hogan and Simon Auteri have a truly tragic love of
cricket, and in For Cap and Country they’ve penned an ode
to the sport.

The 628 nautical mile course is often described as the
most gruelling long ocean race in the world, a challenge
to everyone who takes part. A team effort as much as a
personal challenge, where one mistake can lead to defeat
while success can deliver national and international acclaim.

Too many of us struggle unnecessarily with debilitating
health issues that range from minor symptoms to lifealtering diseases, such as:

Bowie was so much more than a pop idol. But why?
In Why Bowie Matters, Professor Will Brooker answers
that question persuasively, as both a fan and an academic.
He approaches Bowie from various angles, re-tracing his
childhood on the streets of Bromley, taking us through
his record collection and bookshelves, and deciphering
the symbols and codes of his final work, Blackstar, to
piece together how an ordinary suburban teenager turned
himself into a legend, and how perhaps we too could be a
little more Bowie.

•
•
•
•
•

colds or viruses each year
allergies or hay fever
extra weight that won’t come off
restless nights
recurrent indigestion, constipation or irritable bowel
syndrome
• itchy skin, acne or any other troubling skin condition
• depression, anxiety or frequent fatigue

Bestselling author Rob Mundle has competed in the race on
three occasions and reported on it for both newspapers and
television for more than 50 years. The pinnacle of his many
writing achievements is the international bestselling book
Fatal Storm, the powerful story the tragic 1998 race.

With Clean 7, Dr Junger has streamlined his initial New
York Times bestselling Clean program, making it more
accessible, so that you start getting results in just one week.
If you have been searching for a book or program to help
you take that next step for your overall health, Clean 7 is
the answer.

9780733339820 - $49.99 - CHB

9781460752517 - $34.99 - TPB
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In a remote,
boat-accessonly house, Liz
Dawson’s lifeline
to the real world
is her window.
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ACROSS THE
WATER

ON SWIFT
HORSES

Ingrid Alexandra

Shannon Pufahl

Set in 1950s
America, at
a time when
people stopped
looking west
and started
looking up.

Liz watches the people who live in the three identical
houses that sit side by side across the creek. But it’s the
middle house Liz finds herself drawn to most: the beautiful
young mother, Delilah Waters, and her baby.
When Dee and her baby go missing it is a suspected
murder-suicide. After all, it’s no secret that Dee never
wanted children. She wasn’t coping with the baby.
Everyone in the town believes she leapt to her death,
taking her child with her. Everyone except Liz.
Wrestling with her own demons, Liz risks everything to
uncover a truth that becomes more complex with every
twist. Of all people, Liz knows that just because someone
is a reluctant mother, it doesn’t mean they don’t love their
child. And it doesn’t mean they’re capable of murder …
does it?

Muriel, newly married and newly orphaned, works as a
waitress in a San Diego diner. As she pours coffee and
empties ashtrays, she eavesdrops on her customers, the exjockeys and trainers of the Del Mar racetrack.
When she begins, secretly, to bet on the horses and,
shockingly, to win, she feels strangely unready to share her
good luck and its origins with her husband Lee.
Instead it is Lee’s brother, Julius, a thief and Korean War
veteran – and someone she has only met once – whom she
longs to tell.

9780008358990 - $24.99 - TPB
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On Swift Horses is a breathtakingly beautiful debut novel
of revolution, chance and the gambles we take with the
human heart.

Julius has found himself in Las Vegas, where his gift for
gambling leads him to a job patrolling the boards above
the casino tables, watching through the cigarette smoke
for chancers and cheats. There he meets Henry, a blackjack
artist and a man who shares Julius’s passions, and his
secrets – until one night Henry is forced to flee.
71
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’Tis the season
for gift giving,
and obviously we
think there’s no
better gift than
the gift of reading!
We asked some
of our authors
which books they
constantly find
themselves giving
to other people.

My self-published book Dog Speak because
there are a lot of working dogs that need help
from well-meaning but inattentive humans!
And my agricultural adults-only colouring-in
book, 50 Shades of Hay, because rural women
need to laugh more and find their inner
feminine power to make the world better for
us all. (I donated 200 copies, plus colouring-in
pencils, to the drought-affected region around
Coonamble, and the ladies said they’d never
had such a fun committee meeting!) I also
believe everyone needs to discover A New Earth
by Eckhart Tolle.

Long Walk to
Freedom by
Nelson Mandela
M AT T S TA N TO N

Non-fiction would have to be Scott Pape’s The
Barefoot Investor – every member of my family was
given one. In fiction, I’m always looking for new
titles but my current favourites are Eleanor Oliphant
is Completely Fine by Gail Honeyman and The Lost
Man by Jane Harper. And for new babies I always
have a copy of Snug as a Hug by Marcia Vaughan in
my gift box – a beautiful Australian lullaby.

RACHAEL TREASURE

One book I will be buying and
recommending to EVERYONE
this year is Daisy Jones and The
Six by Taylor Jenkins Reid. It
reads like an account of a reallife rock band, but it’s actually
fictional – superbly written and
a wonderful insight into the
music industry as well as the
relationships of people who live
and work together.

TRICIA STRINGER

All the Rage by Courtney
Summers. This book should
be mandatory reading for
everyone over the age of 13 in
the Western world.
J AY K R I S TO F F

RACHAEL JOHNS

Diary of a Wombat and its sequels. This is not
necessarily by choice. A bloke comes to fix the stove
or clean the chimney and asks, ‘Hey, you wouldn’t
have any copies of that book about a wombat, would
you? It’s for my niece.’ Every family member has
one, every close friend of every family member needs
one, as does almost every kid who visits here and sits
reading it with so much joy I have to say, ‘Please, take
it with you!’ I don’t dare to count how many fly away
each year …

The Rabbit
books by John
Updike
D AV I D B A D D I E L
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Year 2522. Lyra Daniels is dead.

hen Dr Lily Winters returns to South Africa
following the suspicious death of an ex-colleague,
she faces the biggest medical mystery she’s ever seen.

Which turns out to be the best thing that could have
happened to Lyra. If a certain person finds out that she only
died for 66 seconds and now has a new secret identity, then
she’ll be targeted. Again.

The people her rural clinic reaches are dying. But they
shouldn’t be. Despite Lily’s best efforts the medicine doesn’t
seem to be helping.

On the plus side, her abilities to navigate the Q-net are
better than before. And she’s going to need everything she’s
got to stop an unstoppable alien threat and survive until
help arrives …

To save this community, Lily and policeman Piet Kleinman
join forces to trace the origins of the epidemic and uncover
the truth. Their search drags them into the dangerous world
of a corrupt industry driven by profit. In a race against time
Lily and Piet will put not only their careers but their lives
on the line ...

With a huge Australian fan base, Maria V. Snyder has sold
over 200,000 copies of her books across her series. Some of
our favourites are Navigating the Stars, Poison Study, Storm
Glass and Touch of Power.
HARLEQUIN

SENTINEL S

OF

THE

GAL AXY

Also by T.M. Clark Nature of the Lion, Child of Africa, Tears
of the Cheetah, Shooting Butterflies, My Brother-But-One
HARLEQUIN

C HAS I NG

CHASING THE
SHADOWS

T H E

SHADOWS

SENTINELS OF THE
GALAXY BOOK TWO

CRY OF THE
FIREBIRD

M A R I A V. S N Y D E R
N E W YO R K T I M E S B E STS E L L I NG AU T H O R

Maria V. Snyder

T.M. Clark

New York Times bestselling
author Maria V. Snyder returns
with the next page-turning
instalment of her sci-fi series
Sentinels of the Galaxy

Doctor Lily Winters has
been amid some of the worst
humanitarian disasters across
the globe.

9781489252760 - $19.99 - BPB
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THE GOOD
WOMAN OF
RENMARK

UP ON
HORSESHOE
HILL

Darry Fraser

Penelope Janu

Up-and-coming South Australian author Darry Fraser has
written an exciting, fast-paced novel for readers who love a
story replete with underlying secrets, Australian history and
landscape. Set in 1890s Victoria, this is the story of feisty
Maggie O’Rourke. Maggie has a hard head and no man is
going to tie her down to a life of babies and kowtowing to a
husband (even if the man in question has some potential).

Full of laughs, love and anaphylactic shock, Up on
Horseshoe Hill is for readers who embraced Star-Crossed
by Minnie Darke.

ABC BOOKS

FUNNY KID
KICKS BUTT

Matt Stanton

This funny, heartwarming and altogether delightful
novel from sparkling writer Penelope Janu takes an
irreverent look at romance when the lonely and fiercely
independent farrier Jet Kincaid locks horns with zoo vet
Finn Blackwood, an annoying interloper on her land who
is infuriatingly attractive.

Forced to defend herself and a friend from an assault,
she finds herself fleeing with death at her heels. As young
women begin to go missing from the townships that fringe
the Murray, Maggie begins to realise that something evil is
stalking her steps …

Finn’s all about science and rhinos. Jet is all about early
nights and shoeing horses. Surely their paths won’t cross,
will they?

This thrilling adventure mystery will delight readers of
Australian historicals everywhere.

Also by Penelope Janu In at the Deep End, On the Right Track

Also by Darry Fraser Daughter of the Murray, Where the
Murray River Runs, The Widow of Ballarat

Watch
out, world,
here comes
Thunderbutt!

Matt Stanton is one of Australia’s top-selling authors for
kids, with over half a million books sold, including his
mega-hit series Funny Kid.
Now the funny kid is back in a brand-new adventure!
Max Walburt wants a starring role in the superhero movie
filming in his hometown. When his audition doesn’t go
to plan though, he decides he doesn’t need a movie to be
a superhero. He’s just going to become a REAL superhero
and do REAL superhero things! He even chooses a
superhero name for himself …
Other books in the Funny Kid series:

9781489272164 - $29.99 - TPB

9781489278777 - $29.99 - TPB
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Deb from Queensland bookshop The
Book Garden asks Jackie French about
ideas and the wonderful Matilda series.
Where do your ideas come from for such diverse topics?
I buy them in 5kg bags from a dusty shop that pretends
to sell sports shoes but never has any in your size. But
seriously: I don’t see the topics as diverse. They are all
part of the extraordinary interweaving stories that make
up the history of Australia, told either in fiction or nonfiction. I find them in old letters, diaries, ships’ logs or
in the doctor’s waiting room when someone says, ‘Hey,
did you ever hear about the time that …’ and slowly the
facts, the themes, the faces and the books come together.
And the land itself, and its people, are all around me.

FICTION

CLANCY
OF THE
OVERFLOW

How many more titles will be in the Matilda series?
Clancy of the Overflow is the last in the Matilda series,
bringing together the story of our nation from 1869 to
1989. But then a new series will take a leap back in time
to 1814, as young Bessie Gibberley crouches with her
surgeon father, tending the wounded after the Battle of
Waterloo, never knowing that her actions that day will
take her to a land and a people across the world. So the
series will begin again, but more slowly this time, till
it gradually also fills in the other stories still untold. I
don’t think I could ever leave Jed and Scarlett and Nancy
entirely behind …

The breathtaking conclusion
to the spectacular Matilda Saga
from the award-winning and
best-loved author Jackie French.
With over 150,000 copies sold, the Matilda Saga
is one of Australia’s favourite fiction series. It is a
chronicle of Australian history that brings to life the
story of our country, told by the strong women who
forged a nation, and a love song to our land.

Do you have time for anything other than your writing –
do you have any hobbies?
I sleep sometimes. I cook a lot. (I love feeding people.
And wombats.) I follow wombat trails, or sit on the cliff
watching the wedge-tailed eagle feed her young.

Clancy of the Overflow follows Jed Kelly, who is finally
about to be a published author and is undertaking her
second book. A book that tells the story of Clancy of
the Overflow and the young Indigenous girl that he
loved – Annie.
Jackie French is one of Australia’s most popular
authors, with over 4 million copies sold, and writes
for both adults and children. The other titles in
the Matilda Saga are A Waltz for Matilda, The Girl
from Snowy River, The Road to Gundagai, To Love
a Sunburnt Country, The Ghost by the Billabong, If
Blood Should Stain the Wattle, Facing the Flame and
The Last Dingo Summer.
9781460754771 - $29.99 - TPB
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THE LOST
SUMMERS OF
DRIFTWOOD

OUR
STOP

30 DAYS 30 WAYS
TO OVERCOME
DEPRESSION

Bev Aisbett
Vanessa McCausland

Laura Jane Williams
What if you almost missed the love of your life?

When you think your life is mapped out, that’s when the
unexpected is bound to happen.

Nadia gets the 7.30 train every morning without fail. Well,
except if she oversleeps or wakes up at her friend Emma’s
after too much wine.

When the marriage proposal that Phoebe and everyone
else thought was coming doesn’t happen, and Phoebe
is left facing a crowded room at a surprise engagement
party with no engagement to celebrate, she decides to
go to her family’s holiday house on the South Coast of
NSW to regroup.

Daniel really does get the 7.30 train every morning, which
is easy because he hasn’t been able to sleep properly since
his Dad died.

Following on
from the huge
success of 30
Days 30 Ways
to Overcome
Anxiety.

Here is help for the in one in seven Australians who will
experience depression in their lifetime (source: Beyond Blue).
Bestselling author Bev Aisbett has created an accessible,
practical and simple workbook to help people manage their
depression. These are practical step-by-step exercises that are
easy to understand and even easier to put in to practice.
Bev Aisbett has sold over 300,000 copies of her books
worldwide. Some of her bestsellers are: Taming the Black
Dog, Living with IT: A Survivor’s Guide to Panic Attacks, 30
Days 30 Ways to Overcome Anxiety.

One morning, Nadia’s eye catches sight of a post in the
daily paper:

Phoebe hasn’t been back there since her sister ended her
own life there a year earlier. But instead of clearing her
head, the holiday house offers up more things to Phoebe to
face. Her teenage love is living in the same street with his
now wife and old feelings are reignited. When a bushfire
forces them together, feelings come to a head and what
happened a year ago at the house with her sister doesn’t
seem as straightforward as what she’d been led to believe.

To the cute girl with the coffee stains on her dress. I’m the guy
who’s always standing near the doors … Drink sometime?
So begins a not-quite-romance of near-misses, true love,
and the power of the written word.

9781460757680 - $29.99 - TPB

9780008354589 - $24.99 - TPB
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When her husband had a child with another woman,
Sarah’s work became her sanctuary. But her dream turns
to dust when her hard-earned promotion is given to
a male colleague. Her life is then thrown into further
chaos when her mother is injured and Sarah must return
home to run their family store on Lord Howe Island. A
beautiful paradise to most, but for Sarah the place only
holds reminders of the greatest betrayals in her life – at
the hands of her two best friends, Floss and Jules.

ustralian author Lily Malone returns to her fictional
Western Australian township of Chalk Hill for her
third fresh and down-to-earth novel, where Braxton
Honeychurch and Jaydah Tully navigate the bumpy road
of romance in a small town.
What inspired you to write Last Bridge Before Home?
The inspiration came during a camping trip with my family
to the Porongurup region (near Albany) in southern WA.
It is so beautiful and I just had to create the town of Chalk
Hill and set the Chalk Hill books there.

Forced into close proximity, the three friends soon
discover there’s no avoiding the past. Together they must
work out whether they can find their way back to the
friendship they once had. For as one of them discovers,
there’s no telling what the future holds ...

Is Chalk Hill your dream town?
It’s a bit far from the coast. I do love knowing the wind
and waves are not far away, but it is a sweet little town
and as I’ve written about it, I’ve grown to love it.
What is your must-have when you’re sitting down to
write? A cup of coffee? Absolute silence? A cat curled up
on your lap?

HARLEQUIN

LAST
BRIDGE
BEFORE
HOME

Absolute silence, although I love hearing nature out the
window so the window in my writing room is always
open to the wind in the trees, birds, cicadas in summer,
and sometimes the local earthmoving equipment!
What about being a published author brings you the
most joy?
Getting feedback from readers who have loved your
work, and seeing a new cover – that is always special.
Do you have a favourite bookshop?

A page-turning novel perfect for readers who love Rachael
Johns and Josephine Moon.
Also by Trish Morey The Trouble With Choices

HARLEQUIN

ONE
SUMMER
BETWEEN
FRIENDS

I have three: The Margaret River Bookshop, Dymocks
Busselton and Collins Booksellers Bunbury – they are my
local bookshops and they are great supporters of my work.

Lily Malone

Trish Morey

Perfect reading if you
love Nora Roberts and
Rachael Johns.

A breakout book from Trish
Morey about motherhood
and the power of women’s
friendships.
9781489250506 - $29.99 - TPB
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TEA
COOPER
THE GIRL
IN THE
PAINTING

N

Tea Cooper’s
fascinating
Australian
historical novels
have hooked
readers far and
wide.

ow she is back with a mystery that takes us from
Hill End to Maitland, Sydney to Cornwall, weaving
a complex story replete with atmosphere that will keep
readers guessing from beginning to end.
It’s 1912 and the Maitland Technical College is proudly
holding a fine exhibition. But when Miss Elizabeth
Quinn, local philanthropist and paragon of virtue, is
found cowering in the corner of the gallery the entire
town knows something strange has come to pass. Was
it the prehistoric skull and jawbone of the Diprotodon
or the exhibition of taxidermised birds that reduced the
whale-boned pillar of society to a quivering mess? Or is
there more to this than meets the eye?

Jane Piper is determined to find out. Deposited on
the doorstep of the local orphanage before she could
remember, Jane owes her life and education to the
benevolence of Elizabeth and her brother Michael. So,
when Michael admits a secret from deep in the past, Jane
sees it as her opportunity to repay the Quinns for their
many kindnesses. With a penchant for puzzles, a gift for
maths and a logical brain, Jane sets off on a race against
time on a quest to unravel the mystery before Elizabeth’s
grip on reality loosens altogether, and she is incarcerated
in one of the very asylums she supports.

Other titles by Tea Cooper:
A — The Woman in the Green Dress
B — The Naturalist’s Daughter
C — The Horse Thief
D — The Cedar Cutter
A

B

C

D

9781489270726 - $32.99 - TPB
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A girl and
a dog.
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YOUNG ADULT FICTION

EVIE
AND POG

THE
LONG-DISTANCE
PLAYLIST

Tania McCartney

Tara Eglington

Told through
emails, diary
entries, texts and
playlists, The
Long-Distance
Playlist is funny,
emotional and
a perfect read
for when you’re
going through
a not-so-perfect
time.

Guess, using the descriptions below who is the person
and who is the dog. Should be pretty simple, right?
Evie loves:

Pog loves:

Rolling on
daisy-spotted lawns

Sticking things with glitter glue
Chowing down on
delicious vegetables

Crashing cymbals
Hopping on one leg

Drinking cups of tea &
reading the newspaper

Knitting

Washing dishes

Pog is the dog! Evie is his six-year-old friend and owner,
and together they go on big and little adventures, filled
with laughter and mischief.
This gorgeous new series by Tania McCartney is perfect
for readers of Sally Rippin and Jacqueline Harvey and
those that love reading with them, whether they be
people or dogs!
Also by Tania McCartney Mamie

What do you do when you’re 15, you’ve just missed out on
the lead in your school’s major production, you’re dumped
by your boyfriend for another girl (a girl who has all the
physical attributes that you are currently lacking) and, to
top everything off, your mother decides to share news of
your singleness on social media for all to see (because what
could be more embarrassing)?
Well, if you’re Isolde, you play a lot of Adele on repeat.
Then when your old neighbour Tristan – who moved to
New Zealand and had a promising snowboarding career
lined up, until an accident changed everything – emails
you to see how you are, you respond. And soon those
emails become more than just small talk; they become
a lifeline.
Also by Tara Eglington How to Keep a Boy from Kissing
You, How to Convince a Boy to Kiss You, My Best Friend Is
a Goddess

9781460757932 - $12.99 - BPB
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